Héricourt, 16 July 2020

GAUSSIN grants an exclusive licence to Al Attiya
Motors for its electric vehicles range
Initial entry fee of €20 M and establishment of a joint venture in
Qatar to accelerate the development in the Middle East Region
GAUSSIN Manugistique (EURONEXT GROWTH FR0010342329) has announced the signing of an
exclusive 20 years licence with Al Attiya Motors and Trading Co., a company of Al Attiya Group
concerning its electric vehicles dedicated to Seaports, Airports, Logistic and Smart Cities. The
contract includes an initial entry fee of 20 million Euros in consideration of all costs, including the
development costs, already incurred for the development of Gaussin products, royalties at a rate
between 3 to 5% for future developments and an exclusivity to cover the main Middle East
countries.

AAT https://youtu.be/Sz0RwD3SzbQ

ATM https://youtu.be/LlKWXcGacY8

AMDT https://youtu.be/dSAuZdVwfTo

APM https://youtu.be/38YqaPBPwIs

Al Attiya Motors
Al Attiya Group, one of Qatar’s leading family business groups, emerged from the uncompromising
efforts and vision of its founder, the late Mohammed Bin Abdallah Al Attiya, to build a future for
Qatar and his family through the development of local businesses committed to integrity, social
responsibility and superior customer service. He founded some of the first industrial enterprises in

Qatar over 40 years ago that are still running today; and he laid the foundation for today’s diverse
widespread Group.
The Al Attiya Group of companies is one of the largest privately-owned businesses in Qatar, having
the exclusive distributing rights to some of the world’s leading brands as well as its own unique
Qatari brand names. It comprises some of the most innovative and forward thinking of local
companies with the best of imported technology and cost-effective products.
Al Attiya Group covers a wide range of industries, including Automotive, Real Estate, Engineering,
Manufacturing, Consultancy, IT and Training.
Over 4 decades, Al Attiya Motors and Trading Co. and the Al Attiya Group have gained extensive
experience and continuous success in various business sectors through the original vision of its
founder “Grow slowly, steadily but surely.”
Today, Al Attiya Motors is among the top 5 automotive companies in Qatar, providing the world class
customer services and well-known brands in the automotive cars, trucks, construction equipment,
lubricants and tyre industries.

G.A.M.E : Joint Venture between Gaussin and Al Attiya Motors
In addition to the Licence granted by Gaussin to Al Attiya Motors, the 2 companies have decided to
create a Joint Venture to ensure the long term success of the partnership between the 2 Groups and
to accelerate the deployment of Gaussin Smart and Emission-free Vehicles in the Region.
The new company is established in the Qatar Free Zone, a world-class platform offering outstanding
opportunities and benefits to expand across the region and globally.

Upcoming events
Publication of first-half sales: July 22, 2020 (after the close of trading)
Shareholders’ General Meeting: July 23, 2020
About Gaussin
GAUSSIN MANUGISTIQUE® is an engineering company that designs, assembles and sells innovative
and services in the transport and logistics field. Its know-how encompasses cargo and passenger
transport, autonomous technologies allowing for self-driving solutions such as Automotive Guided
Vehicles, and the integration all types of batteries, electric and hydrogen fuel cells in particular.
With more than 50,000 vehicles worldwide, GAUSSIN Manugistique enjoys a strong reputation in four
fast-expanding markets: port terminals, airports, logistics and people mobility.
The group has formed strategic partnerships with major global players in order to accelerate its
market penetration: Siemens Postal, Parcel & Airport Logistics in the airport field, Bolloré Ports and
ST Engineering in ports and Bluebus for people mobility.
GAUSSIN MANUGISTIQUE® has been listed on Euronext Growth in Paris since 2010.
More information on www.gaussin.com.
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* This document may contain forward-looking information. Such forward-looking information refers
to future prospects, developments and strategies of Gaussin Manugistique and is based on an
analysis of expected future results and estimates of amounts that are not yet determinable to date.
Forward-looking information naturally contains elements of risk and uncertainty relative to events
and therefore dependent on circumstances which may or may not occur in the future. Gaussin
Manugistique draws your attention to the fact that forward-looking information provides no
guarantee concerning its future performance or financial situation, financial results or trends in the
sector in which Gaussin Manugistique operates, and which may significantly differ from those
proposed or suggested in the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation.
Furthermore, even though the financial position of Gaussin Manugistique, its performance and
trends in the sector in which Gaussin Manugistique operates comply with the forward-looking
information contained in this presentation, such performance or trends may not be a reliable
indication of the company’s future performance or prospects. Gaussin Manugistique is not
committed to updating or confirming analysts' expectations or estimates or to publicly correcting
any information or event in order to reflect an event or circumstance eventually occurring following
this presentation.

